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Integral monodromy groups of Kloosterman sheaves
Corentin Perret-Gentil
Abstract. We show that integral monodromy groups of Kloosterman
ℓ-adic sheaves of rank n ě 2 on Gm{Fq are as large as possible when the
characteristic ℓ is large enough, depending only on the rank. This variant
of Katz’s results over C was known by works of Gabber, Larsen, Nori
and Hall under restrictions such as ℓ large enough depending on charpFqq
with an ineffective constant, which is unsuitable for applications. We
use the theory of finite groups of Lie type to extend Katz’s ideas, in
particular the classification of maximal subgroups of Aschbacher and
Kleidman-Liebeck. These results will apply to study hyper-Kloosterman
sums and their reductions in forthcoming work.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Kloosterman sheaves. For z P C, we write epzq “ e2iπz. From now
on, q will denote a power of an odd prime number, and Fq the field with q
elements
Kloosterman sums
Kl2,ppaq “ ´1?
p
ÿ
xPFˆp
e
ˆ
ax` x´1
p
˙
pa P Fˆp q
were introduced by H.D. Kloosterman [Klo27] to study the number of repre-
sentations of an integer by an integral positive-definite quarternary quadratic
form. To achieve this, he proved the bound |Kl2,ppaq| ď 2p1{4 for all a P Fpˆ ,
which can be refined to |Kl2,ppaq| ď 2 as a consequence of Weil’s 1948 proof
of the namesake conjectures in the case of curves over finite fields (see e.g.
[IK04, Theorem 11.11]).
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More generally, hyper-Kloosterman sums of rank n ě 2
Kln,qpaq “ p´1q
n´1
qpn´1q{2
ÿ
x1,...,xnPFˆq
x1¨¨¨xn“a
e
ˆ
trpx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xnq
p
˙
pa P Fˆq q (1)
admit profound links with the spectral theory of automorphic forms through
the Kuznetsov formula.
In [Del74], Deligne completed the proof of the Weil conjectures for al-
gebraic varieties over finite fields, and gave in [Del80] a generalization to
weights of ℓ-adic sheaves on such varieties1. Another deep result is the con-
struction of an ℓ-adic Fourier transform, corresponding to the discrete Fourier
transform at the level of trace functions, with a control of the weights (see
for example [Kat88, Chapters 5, 8]). In particular, this gives the following
realization of hyper-Kloosterman sums as trace functions of ℓ-adic sheaves:
Theorem 1.1 (Deligne; see [Kat88, Theorem 4.1.1] or [Del77, Exposé 6,
Théorème 7.8]). Let ℓ ‰ p be an auxiliary prime. For n ě 2 an integer,
there exists a middle-extension sheaf 2 Kln of Qℓ-modules on P
1{Fq of rank
n, corresponding to a continuous ℓ-adic representation
ρn : π1,q :“ Gal pFqpT qsep{FqpT qq Ñ GL pKln,ηq – GLnpQℓq,
for Kln,η the fiber at the generic point. Moreover, Kln is geometrically
irreducible, lisse on Gm, pointwise pure of weight 0, Swan8pKlnq “ 1,
Swan0pKlnq “ 0, and for any isomorphism of fields ι : Qℓ Ñ C, the as-
sociated trace function
Fˆq Ñ C
a ÞÑ ι ˝ tr pρnpFroba,qq | Kln,ηq
corresponds to the Kloosterman sum Kln,q.
Notably, the purity claim implies by definition that |Kln,qpaq| ď n for all a P
Fqˆ , which generalizes Weil’s bound for Kloosterman sums of rank 2 to all
n ě 2.
1.1.1. The Deligne-Katz equidistribution theorem. This construction more-
over allows to use powerful tools from algebraic geometry and representation
theory to study Kloosterman sums and sums thereof. For example, Katz,
building upon Deligne’s equidistribution theorem, obtained the following re-
sult on the distribution of values of Kloosterman sums:
Theorem 1.2 (Vertical Sato-Tate law, [Kat88]). Let n ě 2 be an integer.
Let K be a maximal compact subgroup in SLnpCq if n is odd and in SpnpCq
if n is even, and let µ be the normalized Haar measure on K. When q Ñ8,
the set tKln,qpaq : a P Fqˆ u becomes equidistributed in trpKq with respect to
the measure tr˚ µ.
1For the background and terminology on trace functions of ℓ-adic sheaves on curves
over finite fields, we refer the reader to [Kat88] and [Kat90, Chapter 7].
2For ease of notation, we will keep implicit the dependency of Kln on q and ℓ.
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1.1.2. Monodromy groups. A key ingredient for Theorem 1.2 is the determi-
nation of the geometric and arithmetic monodromy groups
GgeompKlnq “ ιρn
`
π
geom
1,q
˘ ď GarithpKlnq “ ιρn`π1,q˘ ď GLnpCq
of the Kloosterman sheaf Kln, where ¨ denotes Zariski closure and πgeom1,q “
GalpFqpT qsep{FqpT qq.
Indeed, Deligne’s theorem shows that under rather generic conditions (in-
cluding the equality of Ggeom and Garith), there is always an equidistribution
result in a maximal compact subgroup of the monodromy group (see [Kat88,
Chapters 3, 9] and [KS91, Theorem 9.2.6, Theorem 9.6.10]). Katz’s result is
the following:
Theorem 1.3 ([Kat88, Chapter 11]). For n ě 2, we have3
GgeompKlnq “ GarithpKlnq “
#
SLnpCq : n odd
SpnpCq : n even.
(2)
Actually, the properties of the Kloosterman sheaves (see Proposition 4.1
(3)–(4) below) show that (2) holds with equalities replaced by inclusions, so
Theorem 1.3 means that the monodromy groups are as large as possible.
A crucial ingredient in Katz’s proof is the fact thatGgeompKlnq0 is semisim-
ple (which follows from a result of Deligne [Del80, 1.3], because the sheaf is
pointwise pure of weight 0).
1.2. Integral Kloosterman sheaves.
1.2.1. Kloosterman sums in cyclotomic integers. Let us observe that the (un-
normalized) Kloosterman sums q
n´1
2 Kln,q, a priori complex-valued, actually
take values in the discrete subring Zrζps. This point of view was adopted by
Fisher [Fis95] and Wan [Wan95].
To handle normalizations, we note that by the evaluation of quadratic
Gauss sums
?
p P
#
Zrζps : p ” 1 pmod 4q
Zrζ4ps : p ” 3 pmod 4q,
so that Kln,q takes values in Oppn´1q{2 , the localization at p
pn´1q{2 of the ring
of integers O of #
Qpζpq n odd or p ” 1 pmod 4q
Qpζ4pq otherwise.
(3)
Given a prime ideal l E O above a prime ℓ ‰ p, we can also study the
reduction
Kln,q pmod lq : Fq Ñ Fl
in the residue field Fl “ O?p{lO?p – O{l.
3Recall that we work in odd characteristic for simplicity. Katz also handles the case
p “ 2.
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1.2.2. Integral definition of the sheaves. These observations happen to trans-
fer at the level of sheaves. If λ is the ℓ-adic valuation on O corresponding to
l, note that
?
p P Oˆλ , so Kln,q takes values in Oλ. Then we have:
Theorem 1.4 (Deligne). Let n ě 2 be an integer.
– The Kloosterman sheaf Kln from Theorem 1.1 can be defined as a
sheaf of Oλ-modules on P
1{Fq, corresponding to a continuous ℓ-adic
representation ρn : π1,q Ñ GLnpOλq.
– By reduction modulo l in the residue field Fλ “ Oλ{lOλ, we also
obtain a sheaf xKln of Fλ-modules corresponding to the representation
ρˆn : π1,q Ñ GLnpFλq, with trace function Kln,q pmod lq.
GLnpOλq tr //
π

Oλ
π

π1,q
ρn
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
pρn ))❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙ Fqˆ
Kln,q
hhPPPPPPPPPPPP
Kln,q
pmod lqvv♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥
GLnpFλq tr // Fλ
Proof. This recursively follows from the fact that the ℓ-adic Fourier transform
can itself be defined at the level of Oλ-modules, see [Kat88, Theorem 4.1.1,
Chapter 5]. 
1.2.3. Monodromy groups. Our original motivation is to use the ℓ-adic for-
malism to study the distribution of Kloosterman sums in cyclotomic integers
and their reductions.
A first important step in this direction would be to determine the integral
monodromy groups
GgeompKlnq “ ρn
`
π
geom
1,q
˘ ď GarithpKlnq “ ρnpπ1,qq ď GLnpOλq
and/or their reductions GgeompxKlnq ď GarithpxKlnq ď GLnpFλq.
By Proposition 4.1 (3)–(4) below, we still have
GgeompKlnq ď GarithpKlnq ď
#
SLnpOλq : n odd
SpnpOλq : n even.
As Katz notes in the introduction of [Kat88], it is an interesting question
to ask whether these integral monodromy groups are still equal and as large
as possible, knowing that their Zariski closure in GLnpQℓq is SLnpQℓq (resp.
SpnpQℓq) by Theorem 1.3.
The determination of integral and finite monodromy groups is usually
more difficult than that of the monodromy groups over C, since we consider
simply subgroups of GLnpOλq or GLnpFλq, instead of algebraic subgroups G
of GLnpCq with G0 semisimple as before, and the structure of the former is
much more complicated.
Our result is the following:
Notation 1.5. We write ℓ "n 1 (resp. ℓ !n 1) for the condition that ℓ be
larger (resp. smaller) than some constant depending only on n.
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Theorem 1.6. Let n ě 2 be coprime to p. For ℓ "n 1 with ℓ ” 1 pmod 4q
and λ an ℓ-adic valuation on O “ Zrζ4ps with prFλ : Fℓs, nq “ 1, the Kloost-
erman sheaf Kln of Oλ-modules over P
1{Fq defined in Section 1.2 satisfies
GgeompKlnq “ GarithpKlnq “
#
SLnpOλq : n odd
SpnpOλq : n even.
(4)
In particular,
GgeompxKlnq “ GarithpxKlnq “
#
SLnpFλq : n odd
SpnpFλq : n even.
(5)
The same results hold true without restriction on ℓ pmod 4q if p ” 1 pmod 4q
or n is odd, with O “ Zrζps (see (3)).
Remark 1.7. In particular, the results hold for all λ of degree 1 above a prime
ℓ "n 1 (a set of natural density 1). In general, note that prFλ : Fℓs, nq “`
ordpℓ P Fpˆ q, n
˘ | pp´ 1, nq (see [Was97, Theorem 2.13]).
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank his supervisor Em-
manuel Kowalski for guidance and advice during this project, Richard Pink
for mentioning his results with Michael Larsen in [LP11], and the referees
for helpful comments. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the importance of the
works we are building upon. This work was partially supported by DFG-SNF
lead agency program grant 200021L_153647, and the results also appear in
the author’s PhD thesis [PG16].
2. Existing results and heuristics
2.1. The results of Gabber and Nori. In [Kat88, Chapter 12], Katz
presents the proof of the following result of Gabber:
Theorem 2.1 (Gabber). If Zrζ4psλ “ Zℓ, then (4) holds if ℓ "n,p 1.
Unfortunately, the implicit constant depends on p in an ineffective way.
A similar result is shown by Nori [Nor87], with the same limitations.
For the applications in analytic number theory that we would like to con-
sider, however, it would be necessary that (4) holds for all ℓ large enough,
independently from p.
2.2. Consequences of the works of Larsen-Pink. By results of Larsen
and Pink (see [Lar95, Theorem 3.17] and the applications in [Kat12, Sec-
tion 7], [Kow08, pp. 155–156], [Kow06a, p. 29] and [Kow06c, p. 7]), the
monodromy result of Katz over C (Theorem 1.3) implies that for every p,
there exists a set Λpn, pq of primes of natural density 1 such that for all
ℓ P Λpn, pq, the result (5) holds. Indeed, for fixed n, q and varying λ, Kloost-
erman sheaves form a compatible system (see [Kat88, 8.9]).
However, as for the results of Gabber and Nori, the way Λpn, pq is con-
structed is highly dependent on p. This is not a problem for the applications
of Kowalski mentioned above, but issues arise if we need to take ℓ, p Ñ 8
with some restrictions on the range as in [Kow06b].
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2.3. (Invariant) generation of SLnpFℓq. In Section 4, we will see that
GgeompKlnq contains elements conjugate to
m “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 0 . . . 0 p´1qn`1
1 0 . . . 0 0
0 1 . . . 0 0
...
. . .
...
...
0 1 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚ and u “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
1 1
1 1
1
. . .
. . . 1
1
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚. (6)
As an indication that the monodromy group for n odd should be SLnpFλq,
we have the following:
Proposition 2.2. For n odd, the elements u and m in (6) generate SLnpFℓq.
Proof. This can be obtained by proceeding in a way similar to [GT92], con-
sidering the element w “ m2upmumq´1 and using induction on n. 
However, we do not know whether these elements are invariant generators,
namely whether any two conjugates are still generators. Without that, we
may not conclude anything concerning Theorem 1.6.
2.4. The case n “ 2 and Fλ “ Fℓ. Hall [Hal08] proved a classification the-
orem that generalizes a theorem of Yu on the Fℓ-monodromy of hyperelliptic
curves, and also applies to show big monodromy results for families of twists
of elliptic curves, as needed in [Kow06b].
A particular case is the following, deduced from the classification of linear
groups generated by transvections by Zalesski and Serezkin (a well-known
result of Dickson when n “ 2):
Theorem 2.3 ([Hal08, Theorem 1.1]). Let V be a Fℓ-vector space with a
perfect alternating pairing V ˆV Ñ Fℓ, and let H ď GLpV q be an irreducible
primitive subgroup that preserves the pairing. If H contains a transvection
and ℓ ě 3, then H “ SppV q.
This can be applied to the sheaf Kl2 as follows:
Proposition 2.4. Let ℓ ě 3 be a prime with ℓ ” 1 pmod pq, so that Fλ “ Fℓ
(see Remark 1.7). Then (5) holds for xKl2: the arithmetic and geometric
monodromy groups are equal to SL2pFℓq.
Proof. A unipotent element of drop 1 is an element whose Jordan decom-
position has exactly one Jordan block of size 2 and all other blocks trivial.
Moreover, a transvection is an element of drop 1 and determinant 1. The
result then follows from Proposition 4.1 (1) and Theorem 2.3. 
However, this argument does not generalize to n ě 3, since the image
of the inertia at 0 in Kln contains a transvection only when n “ 2 (see
Proposition 4.1). Moreover, we cannot handle the case Fλ ‰ Fℓ, since Hall
considers only reduction of sheaves of Zℓ-modules (and not Zrζ4psλ-modules
as for Kloosterman sheaves).
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3. Strategy and classification theorem over Fλ
3.1. Equivalence of large Oλ and Fλ-monodromy.
Lemma 3.1. The properties (4) and (5) in Theorem 1.6 are equivalent.
Proof. On one hand, (4) implies (5) by surjectivity of the reduction SLnpRq Ñ
SLnpR{aq for any discrete valuation ring R and any ideal a E R (since
SLnpRq is generated by elementary matrices in this case). On the other
hand, an argument of Serre [Ser89, IV–23, 27–28] shows that the converse
holds (see also [Kat90, 8.13.3] for a result valid for general closed subgroups
of GLnpOλq). 
Understandably, we will prefer to work with finite groups of Lie type in
(5), rather than with groups over complete rings in (4).
3.2. Classification theorem over Fλ. The strategy of the proof of The-
orem 1.6 is then as follows: if the conclusion does not hold, there exists a
maximal (proper) subgroup
GgeompxKlnq ď H ň #SLnpFλq : n odd
SpnpFλq : n even.
By using the classification of maximal subgroups of classical groups of As-
chbacher and Kleidman-Liebeck, we will show the following general classifi-
cation theorem:
Theorem 3.2. Let n ě 2, let Fλ be a field of characteristic ℓ and let
H ď
#
SLnpFλq : n odd
SpnpFλq : n even
be a maximal (proper) subgroup such that:
(1) The action of H on Fnλ is irreducible.
(2) H contains a unipotent element with a single Jordan block.
Then, for ℓ "n 1, we have either:
(1) H “ NSLnpFλqpSOnpFλqq for n ě 3 odd4.
(2) H “ NSLnpFλqpSLnpF1qq for n ě 3 odd or H “ NSpnpFλqpSpnpF1qq for
n even, if F1 ď Fλ is a subfield of prime index.
(3) H “ NSLnpFλqpSUnpF1qq for n ě 3 odd, if F1 ď Fλ is a subfield of
index 2.
More precisely, a theorem of Larsen-Pink on finite subgroups of algebraic
groups and results on representations of finite groups of Lie type in vari-
ous characteristics allow to reduce to the descent of a classification theorem
of Suprunenko [Sup95, Theorem (1.9)] about subgroups of classical groups
over algebraically closed fields containing regular unipotent elements (i.e. a
4We recall that for n odd, there is only one type of orthogonal group over a finite
field up to isomorphism (see e.g. [KL90b, Section 2.5]), so we do not need to specify the
quadratic form.
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unipotent element with a single Jordan block in the case of SLn).
By the properties of Kloosterman sheaves, H verifies the hypotheses of
Theorem 3.2, while at the same time conclusions (1)–(3) can be excluded.
This would give Theorem 1.6.
3.3. Comparison with Katz’s method over C. The above strategy is
parallel to the approach Katz uses to prove his Theorem 1.3.
Indeed, by using the semisimplicity of G0geompKlnq ď SLnpCq and the
presence of a unipotent element with a single Jordan block, Katz reduces to
the following classification theorem:
Theorem 3.3 ([Kat88, Classification Theorem 11.6]). Let n ě 2 be an in-
teger and G be a simple Lie algebra over C given with a faithful irreducible
representation
ρ : G ãÑ slnpCq.
Suppose that there exists a nilpotent element N P G such that ρpNq has a
single Jordan block. Then the pair pG, ρq is isomorphic to one of the follow-
ing:
(1) G “ slnpCq (n ě 2), spnpCq (n ě 4 even) or sonpCq (n ě 5 odd),
with the standard n-dimensional representation.
(2) G “ g2pCq with its unique 7-dimensional irreducible representation.
The extraneous cases are then excluded by using properties of Klooster-
man sheaves.
Comparing the classification theorems 3.2 and 3.3, it is interesting to note
how the maximality assumption replaces the simplicity (it cannot be assumed
a priori that GgeompxKlnq ď GLnpFλq is quasisimple), and how additional
conclusions arise in Theorem 3.2, calling for new arithmetic inputs to exclude
them.
Remark 3.4. Theorem 3.3 also follows from the classification theorem of
Suprunenko mentioned above, which is valid over an algebraically closed
field of arbitrary characteristic.
4. Local monodromy of Kloosterman sheaves
To obtain useful information for the determination of monodromy groups,
a general strategy is to study images of inertia groups at singularities, which
lie in the geometric monodromy group.
For example, the tame part of the break decomposition gives unipotent
elements with prescribed Jordan form (see e.g. Proposition 4.1 below), while
values of Swan conductors can rule out the existence of certain morphisms
(see e.g. [Kat88, Lemma 1.19]).
In this section, we recall results about local monodromy of Klooster-
man sheaves from [Kat88], emphasizing that they still hold for the reduced
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sheaves, and explicitly compute the local monodromy at 8. This will be
useful in the next two sections.
4.1. Results from [Kat88].
Proposition 4.1. Let n ě 2 and for A equal to Qℓ, or Fλ, let Kln be the
Kloosterman sheaf of A-modules on P1{Fq defined in Theorems 1.1 and 1.4,
corresponding to a representation ρ : π1,q Ñ GLnpAq. Then
(1) Kln is unipotent as I0-representation, where I0 ď π1,q is the inertia
group at 0. The image of a topological generator of the tame inertia
group at 0 has a single Jordan block.
(2) Kln is totally wild at 8, with Swan8pKlnq “ 1. In particular:
(a) ρpI8q acts irreducibly on An and admits no faithful A-linear
representation of dimension ă n.
(b) Any character ρpI8q Ñ Aˆ is trivial on ρpP8q, for P8 ď π1,q
the wild inertia group at 8.
(3) detKln is trivial.
(4) If n is even, there exists an alternating perfect pairing KlnbKln Ñ A
of lisse sheaves on Gm.
(5) If n is odd, then Kln b Kln is totally wild at 8, with all breaks at
1{n. In particular, there is no nonzero P8-equivariant bilinear form
Kln bKln Ñ A.
Proof. (1) See [Kat88, 7.4.1]. By [Kat88, 12.3.3], the result still holds
for Kln as a sheaf of Fλ-modules.
(2) This is [Kat88, 1.11, 1.18] with the fact that Swan8pKlnq “ 1.
(3) See [Kat88, 7.4.3].
(4) See [Kat88, 4.1.11] (existence) and [Kat88, 4.2.1] (sign).
(5) For the first assertion, see [Kat88, 10.4.4]. For the second, proceed
as in [Kat88, 4.1.7].
In the finite case, see also [Kat88, 12.3]. 
By Proposition 4.1 (1), note that the geometric monodromy group con-
tains an element conjugate to the Jordan block u from Equation (6).
4.2. Explicit local monodromy at 8. The local monodromy at 8 of
Kln is determined explicitly in [Kat88] (as P8-representation) and [KMS17]
(more precisely as I8-representation), and more generally for hypergeometric
sheaves in [Fu10, Proposition 0.7]. We make this even more concrete by
finding a matrix form of the representation.
Proposition 4.2. Under the same notations as in Proposition 4.1, we as-
sume that k “ Fq contains a primitive 2nth root of unity ζ2n. Let Z P kpT q
be a solution to Z2n “ T and W P kpZq “ kpT q be a solution to
W |k| ´W “ ´Z2.
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Then the restriction ρ |I8 : I8 Ñ GLnpAq is isomorphic (over Fλ) to the
representation
σ ÞÑ
˜
p´1qpn`1q
´
j´i`i0
n
¯
e
˜
n trk{Fppa0ζ inq
p
¸
δi´j”i0 pmod nq
¸
1ďi,jďn,
where i0 P Z{2n and a0 P k are such that σpZq “ ζ i02nZ and σpW q “ ζ2i02n pW`
a0q.
Remark 4.3. Assuming that k contains a nth root of unity is not a constraint
for our purpose. Indeed, if L{k is a finite extension, we have a commutative
diagram
I8,L “ I8,k // πgeom1,L “ πgeom1,k
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
))❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙
π1,L
**❯❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯
// π1,k.
uu❦❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦
GLnpFλq
Proof. By [Kat88, 10.4.5] and [KMS17, Lemma 4.9], the representation of
I8 corresponding to Kln is isomorphic to
rx ÞÑ xns˚
`
Ln`1χ2 b Lψpxnq
˘
,
where χ2 is the character of order 2 of F
ˆ
p and ψpxq “ eptrpxq{pq. In other
words, it is isomorphic to
IndI8I8,n
`
Ln`1χ2 b Lψpxnq
˘
,
where I8,n is the unique subgroup of index n in I8 (see [Kat88, 1.13]).
kpY qpZ,W q “ kpZ,W q
k
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐ Z{2
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱
kpY qpZq
Z{2 ❯❯❯❯❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯
kpY qpW q
k
❤❤
❤❤
❤❤
❤❤
❤❤
❤❤
❤❤
kpY q
Z{n
kpT q “ kpY nq
The extension kpZ,W q{kpT q is Galois, and we have a split exact sequence
0 // k
–
// G // Z{2n
–
// 0
GalpkpZ,W q{kpZqq Gal pkpZ,W q{kpT qq GalpkpY qpZq{kpT qq,
so an isomorphism
k ¸ Z{2n Ñ G “ Gal pkpZ,W q{kpT qq
pa, iq ÞÑ σpa, iq
where σpa, iq is such that W ÞÑ ζ2i2npW ` aq and Z ÞÑ ζ i2nZ. For every
pa, iq P G, there exists an element of I8,n extending σpa, iq, that we will
again denote by σpa, iq.
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We have I8,n “ I8Xπpnq1,q , where πpnq1,q “ GalpKpT q{KpY qq is the subgroup
of index n in π1,q. Indeed,
I8{pI8 X πpnq1,q q “ I8πpnq1,q {πpnq1,q “ π1,q{πpnq1,q
– GalpkpY q{kpT qq – µnpkq – Z{n.
Note that pσiq1ďiďn is a complete reduced system of representatives of I8{I8,n,
where we abbreviate σi “ σp0, iq.
By definition (or properties) of induced representations, a matrix form of
the representation I8 Ñ GLnpAq evaluated at σ “ σpa0, i0q P I8 is then´`
L
n`1
χ2
b Lψpxnq
˘ pσi,jpσqqδσi,j pσqPI8,n¯
1ďi,jďn,
where σi,jpσq “ σ´1i σσj . It remains to note that σi,jpσq P I8,n if and only if
2pi´ jq ” 2i0 pmod 2nq, in which case:
– By definition of the Artin-Schreier representation,
Lψpxnqpσi,jpσqq “ ψppσi,jpσqpW q ´W qnq,
and σi,jpσqpW q ´W “ ζ2pj`i0q2n a0.
– By definition of the Kummer representation, if n is even,
L
n`1
χ2
pσi,jpσqq “ χ2pζpj´i`i0q{2n q “ p´1q
j´i`i0
n .
Since the two representations are defined over Fλ, the same holds for the
isomorphism by the rational canonical form. 
Remark 4.4. In particular, the image of the representation of I8 contains an
element conjugate to the (permutation, up to signs) matrix m from Equation
(6). Note that m has order n (resp. 2n) if n is odd (resp. even).
4.2.1. Fields generated by traces. The following will be useful to deal with
subfield subgroups; it shows that we still recover conjugacy-invariant arith-
metic information (the subfield generated by the traces of the Frobenius) in
the geometric monodromy group.
Proposition 4.5. Let n ě 2, let λ be an ℓ-adic valuation on
O “
#
Zrζps n odd or p ” 1 pmod 4q
Zrζ4ps otherwise, with ℓ ” 1 pmod 4q
(see (3)), and let ρn : π1,q Ñ GLnpFλq be the representation corresponding
to the Kloosterman sheaf Kln of Fλ-modules over P
1{Fq. Then
Fℓ
`
Kln,qpaq : a P Fˆq
˘ “ Fℓ ptr ρnpI8qq ,
with index pf, nq in Fλ.
Proof. Under the hypotheses, Fλ “ Fℓpζpq (since ζ4 P Fℓ if ℓ ” 1 pmod 4q)
and f :“ rFλ : Fℓs “ ordpℓ P Fpˆ q. Fisher [Fis95, Proposition 2.8] showed
that for Qpζpq-valued Kloosterman sums,
Q
´
q
n´1
2 Kln,qpaq : a P Fˆq
¯
“ QpζpqGalpQpζpq{Qqrns.
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We proceed similarly to show that for G “ GalpFℓpζpq{Fℓq,
L1 :“ Fℓ
`
Kln,qpaq : a P Fqˆ
˘
L2 :“ Fℓ ptr ρnpI8qq
+
“ FℓpζpqGrns.
For σ P G, let uσ P Fpˆ be such that σpζpq “ ζuσp , and note that for a P Fqˆ ,
σpKln,qpaqq “ Kln,qpaunσq
σ ptr ρpσpa, 0qqq “ tr ρpσpauσ , 0qq “
nÿ
i“1
e
˜
n trFq{Fppauσζ inq
p
¸
,
where σpa, 0q is as defined in the proof of Proposition 4.2. Hence, Grns ď
GalpFℓpζpq{Liq for i “ 1, 2.
On the other hand, let us assume that σ P GalpFℓpζpq{L2q. For every
character Λ : Fqˆ Ñ Fˆℓ , we define
S2pΛq “
ÿ
aPFˆq
tr ρpσpa, 0qqΛpaq
“
nÿ
i“1
Λpζ inqGnpΛq “ nδΛ|µn“1GnpΛq,
where GnpΛq :“
ř
aPFˆq e
´
n trFq{Fp paq
p
¯
Λpaq ‰ 0 since GnpΛqG´npΛq “ q P
Fˆℓ . Then, since σ |L2“ id, we have S2pΛq “ ΛpuσqS2pΛq, which yields that
Λpuσq “ 1 whenever Λ |µn“ 1. Thus,
ř
ΛP {Fˆq {µn Λpuσq “ pq ´ 1q{n, so that
uσ P µn, i.e. σ P Grns.
Finally, GalpFℓpζpq{L1q ď GalpFℓpζpq{L2q by Chebotarev’s density theo-
rem (see [Ser89, I.2.2, Corollary 2a]).
The claim on the index follows from |Grns| “ |pZ{fqrns| “ pn, fq. 
Qpζpq
Grnspp´1,nq
Zrζps l Fl “ Fℓpζpq
pf,nq Gℓrns
QpKln,qpaq : a P Fqq
p´1
pp´1,nq
FℓpKln,qpaq : a P Fqq
f
pf,nq
Q Z ℓ ‰ p Fℓ
5. Proof of Theorem 1.6 from Theorem 3.2
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.6, assume that there exists a max-
imal (proper) subgroup GgeompKlnq ď H ď SLnpFλq if n is odd (resp.
SpnpFλq if n is even). By Proposition 4.1, H satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 3.2.
It remains to show that the four cases of the conclusion of the latter are
excluded:
(1) For T “ SOnpFλq (n odd), we proceed as in [Kat88, 11.5.2]. We have
H “ NSLnpFλqpT q – T ˆ µnpFλq.
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Over C, this follows from the fact that T contains no nontrivial scalars
and that all automorphisms are inner by Propositions 6.4 and 6.6. In the
finite case, we must take into account diagonal and field automorphisms
(see Proposition 6.5 below): the result is given in [KL90b, (2.6.2), Cor.
2.10.4, Prop. 2.10.6].
Let ρ : π1,q Ñ GLnpFλq be the representation corresponding to Kln. By
(2)b of Proposition 4.1, considering the character ρpI8q Ñ H Ñ µnpFλq,
we must have ρpP8q ď T , which contradicts (5) of the same proposition.
Indeed, T preserves a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form.
For (2) and (3), where subfields appear, we use Proposition 4.5: under the
hypothesis prFλ : Fℓs, nq “ 1, we have
Fλ “ Fℓptr ρnpI8qq ď FℓptrpGgeomqq. (7)
Lemma 5.1. For L{k an extension of finite fields and G P tSLn,Spnu,
rnsNGpLqpGpkqq Ă Gpkq,
where rns : GpLq Ñ GpLq is defined by g ÞÑ gn.
Proof. Let σ P AutkpLq be the Frobenius. If g P NGpLqpGpkqq, we have
ghg´1 P Gpkq for all h P Gpkq, i.e. σpghg´1q “ ghg´1 (applying σ entry-
wise), so σpgqhσpgq´1 “ ghg´1, which shows that σpgqg´1 P CGpLqpGpkqq.
Recall that SLnpkq is generated by elementary matrices ei,j (i ‰ j) and that
Spnpkq (with the usual form) contains the elementary matrices ei,σpiq where
σpiq “ i` n´ 1 pmod 2nq. This yields CGpLqpGpkqq ď ZpGpLqq. Therefore,
σpgq “ λgg with λg P µnpLq. Since σpgnq “ σpgqn “ gn, we get that
gn P Gpkq. See also [KL90b, 4.5.3–4]. 
(2) If H “ NGpFλqpGpF1qq with G P tSLn,Spnu, then Lemma 5.1 shows that
tr ρpσpan, 0qq P F1
for every a P Fq. Since pn, pq “ 1, it follows that tr ρpI8q Ă F1, which
contradicts (7) since F1 is a proper subfield of Fλ.
(3) Finally, we use a combination of the techniques used in (1)–(2) to handle
the case of H “ NSLnpFλqpSUnpF1qq. By [KL90b, Proposition 4.8.5],
H “ µnpFλqSUnpF1q – SUnpF
1q ˆ µnpFλq
SUnpF1q X µnpFλq
“ SUnpF
1q ˆ µnpFλq
µpn,1`|F1|qpFλq
.
By Proposition 4.1 (2)b applied to the representation
H Ñ µn{pn,1`|F1|qpFλq
restricted to ρpI8q, we have ρpP8q ď SUnpF1q. In other words, P8 leaves
invariant the sesquilinear form on pFλqn associated to the involution σ P
AutpFλq, x ÞÑ x|F1|.
As in (5) of Proposition 4.1 (and its proof in [Kat88, 4.1.5–4.1.8]),
this yields an isomorphism of P8-representations between ρ and σpDpρqq.
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Equivalently, there exists A P GLnpFλq such that
AρpgqA´1 “ σ `ρpg´1qt˘ for all g P P8,
so AρpP8qA´1 ď GLnpF1q, which contradicts again (7).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.6 assuming Theorem 3.2. 
Remarks 5.2. The conditions p ∤ n and prFλ : Fℓs, nq “ 1 in Theorem 1.6 are
required to exclude subfield subgroups. In particular:
– If p | n, the elements produced with Proposition 4.2 lie in SLnpFℓq.
– If e “ prFλ : Fℓs, nq ą 1, Proposition 4.5 shows that we cannot ex-
clude that Ggeom lies in NGpFλqpGpF1qq, for F1 ă Fλ a proper subfield
of index e (where G “ SLn if n is odd, Spn otherwise).
Moreover, in the case p ” 3 pmod 4q and ℓ ” 2 pmod 3q, we cannot exclude
that Ggeom is defined over Fℓpζpq ă Fℓpζ4pq “ Fλ. Indeed, Fλ contains ζ4
because of the Tate twist, which is trivial on the geometric fundamental
group.
In [Hal08] (and applications in [Kow06a] and [Kow08]), subfield subgroups
do not enter the picture because only sheaves of Zℓ-modules are consid-
ered, as opposed to reductions of sheaves of Zrζ4psλ-modules for Kloosterman
sheaves.
6. Proof of the classification Theorem 3.2
6.1. Reminder on the classification of maximal subgroups of classi-
cal groups. As already mentioned, an essential input to prove Theorem
3.2 is the classification of maximal subgroups of classical groups, which
originated from the work of Aschbacher [Asc84], and was then expanded
by Kleidman-Liebeck [KL90b]. Another proof was given by Liebeck-Seitz
[LS98] through an analogous result over an algebraically closed field and us-
ing descent (as in the treatment of finite groups of Lie type with Steinberg
isomorphisms). A good exposition of these results can be found in [MT11,
II.18.1, III.27–28].
In the remaining of this section, we survey this classification in a way
adapted to our needs.
Theorem 6.1 ([Asc84], [LS98]). Let Fλ be a finite field of odd characteristic
ℓ and for n ě 2, let G “ SLnpFλq or G “ SpnpFλq (n even). We denote
by π : GLnpFλq Ñ PGLnpFλq the projection. If H is a maximal (proper)
subgroup of G, then either:
(1) H belongs to one of the classes C1, . . . , C7 described below, or
(2) πpHq is almost simple: there exists a simple group S such that
S – InnpSq E πpHq ď AutpSq.
Moreover, H admits a unique normal subgroup T such that πpT q “ S,
and the action of T E H ď SLnpFλq on Fnλ is absolutely irreducible. If
G “ SLnpFλq, then T preserves no nondegenerate bilinear or unitary
form on Fnλ.
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Proof. This is a combination of Theorems 1 and 2 from [LS98]. 
We now recall the definition of the classes C1, . . . , C7, along with some
convenient properties we will use.
Let V “ Fnλ, V “ F
n
λ, and Frob P GalpFλ{Fλq be the arithmetic Frobenius
x ÞÑ x|Fλ|. We will write G “ SLnpFλq (resp. SpnpFλq). Let β be the zero
bilinear form on V if G “ SLnpFλq or the symplectic form associated to G if
G “ SpnpFλq. The classes appearing in (1) of Theorem 6.1 are the following:
– Class C1 (subspace stabilizers):
H “ StabGpW q
with 0 ‰ W ň V totally singular or nondegenerate with respect to β.
Note that W ď V is an H-submodule, so this case does not arise if H acts
on V irreducibly.
– Class C2 (stabilizers of orthogonal decompositions):
V “ V1 K ¨ ¨ ¨ K Vt
pt ě 2, all the Vi isometric, n “ dimpV1qtq,
M “ StabGpV1 K ¨ ¨ ¨ K Vtq,
H ď MFrob.
In other words, the elements of M are the g P G such that there exists a
permutation σ P St with gVi “ Vσpiq for all 1 ď i ď t.
– Class C3 (stabilizers of totally singular decompositions): if G “ SpnpFλq,
V “ V1 ‘ V2 pVi maximal totally isotropic: β|Vi “ 0q,
M “ StabGpV1 ‘ V2q,
H ď MFrob.
In other words, the elements of M are the g P G such that there exists a
permutation σ P S2 with gVi “ Vσpiq for i “ 1, 2. In particular, dimpV1q “
dimpV2q “ n{2.
– Class C4 (stabilizers of tensor product decompositions):
V “ V1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Vt pdimVi ě 2, t ě 2q,
L “ GpV1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGpVtq, acting on V by tensor product,
M “ NGLnpFλqpLq XG,
H ď MFrob,
with t “ 2 if the Vi are not mutually isomorphic, where we write GpViq
for the classical group of type G on the vector space Vi. Note that n “
dimpV1q . . . dimpVtq, and n “ dimpV1qt if the Vi are mutually isomorphic.
We have
π
´
NGLnpFλqpLq XG
¯
ď NPGLnpFλqpπpLqq X πpGq “N .
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Since πpGq has trivial center, there is a morphism from N to
AutpπpLqq “ Aut pπpGpV1qq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ πpGpVtqqq
–
#
Aut pπpGpV1qqq ˆAut pπpGpV2qqq : t “ 2
Aut pπpGpV1qqq ≀St : t ą 2
Ñ
#
Out pπpGpV1qqq ˆOut pπpGpV2qqq : t “ 2
Out pπpGpV1qqq ≀St : t ą 2,
with kernel isomorphic to πpLq X πpGq. The isomorphism on the second
line follows from:
Lemma 6.2. Let G1, . . . , Gt be nonabelian simple groups. Then AutpG1ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGtq is isomorphic to
AutpG1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAutpGtq
if there is no isomorphism among the Gi, respectively AutpG1q ≀St if the
Gi are mutually isomorphic.
Proof. Proceed as in the second paragraph of the proof of [Rob96, 3.3.20].

– Class C5 (symplectic-type r-subgroups):
πpHq –
#
Z{r2m.Sp2mpFrq : G “ SLnpFrmq
Z{22m.GO´2mpF2q : G “ SpnpF2mq
with n “ rm, r ‰ ℓ prime, ℓ ” 1 pmod rp2, rqq. Here, we have only given
the classification of the subgroups that arise in the class; for more details
about the latter, see [KL90b, Section 4.6].
– Class C6 (normalizers of classical groups): For G “ SLnpFλq with n odd
(since ℓ ‰ 2, this class does not arise in the symplectic case) and F1 ď Fλ
a subfield such that |F1| “ |Fλ|1{2,
H “ NGpSOnpFλqq or NGpSUnpF1qq.
– Class C7 (subfield subgroups): For F
1 ď Fλ of prime index,
H “ NGpGpF1qq.
Note that the unitary cases of classes C6 and C7 do not arise if Fλ “ Fℓ.
Remark 6.3. Similar results hold for other classical groups and the descrip-
tion of the classes Ci can be made more explicit (see [LS98]).
6.2. Review on automorphism groups. We briefly recall the following
results about automorphisms of Lie algebras/Lie groups/finite groups of Lie
type that will be useful several times, in particular to handle class C4 and
case (2) of Theorem 6.1:
Proposition 6.4. If G is a simple Lie algebra (resp. a simply connected
simple Lie group) over an algebraically closed field, there is an isomorphism
between OutpGq and the group GraphpGq of graph automorphisms of the
corresponding Dynkin diagram.
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Proof. This can be found in [Hum80, Chapter 16.5] and [FH91, Proposition
D.40]. 
In the finite case, this becomes:
Proposition 6.5. If G is a finite simple group of Lie type defined over a
finite field k, every automorphism can be written as the product of an inner,
graph, diagonal, and field automorphism. More precisely,
OutpGq – pDiagpGqAutpkqq .GraphpGq,
where DiagpGq is the group of diagonal automorphisms.
Proof. See [Gor82, 4.237] and [Car72, Theorem 12.5.1]. 
Proposition 6.6. The automorphism group of a connected Dynkin diagram
is Z{2 for An, Dn (n ą 1) and E6, S3 for D4, and trivial otherwise.
6.3. Strategy to prove Theorem 3.2. As already mentioned, we apply
Theorem 6.1 to the situation of Theorem 3.2. Let us first sketch the general
approach.
6.3.1. Geometric subgroups. First, we exclude subgroups from classes C1, . . . , C5:
Proposition 6.7. Let H P Ť5i“1 Ci be a maximal proper subgroup as in
Theorem 6.1. If H acts irreducibly on V and contains a unipotent element
u with a single Jordan block, then ℓ !n 1.
Classes C6 and C7 will remain in the conclusion of Theorem 3.2.
6.3.2. Almost-simple subgroups. On the other hand, if H satisfies (2) of The-
orem 6.1, there exists a nonabelian simple group S such that
S “ πpT q E H˜ “ πpHq ď AutpSq
with T E H ď SLnpFλq and T acting irreducibly on Fnλ, for π : SLn Ñ PSLn
the projection.
The first step is to reduce to the case where S is a group of Lie type in
characteristic ℓ, applying the following with the regular unipotent element
contained in H:
Proposition 6.8. In the above setting, if H contains a nonscalar element
of order ě ℓ, then either ℓ !n 1 or S is a group of Lie type in characteristic
ℓ.
Our first approach relied on the classification of finite simple groups, but
this is also a particular case of a recent powerful theorem of Larsen and Pink,
independent from the classification. We will give both arguments.
For groups of Lie type in characteristic ℓ, we have:
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Proposition 6.9. In the above setting, if S “ πpT q is a simple group of Lie
type in characteristic ℓ "n 1 and H contains a regular unipotent element,
then either:
(1) T “ SLnpFλq or T “ SpnpFλq, or
(2) The inclusion T Ñ SLnpFλq fixes a nondegenerate bilinear or unitary
form on Fnλ, and if n ě 4, the image of T is not contained in SpnpFλq.
To prove this, we first show that the degree of the field of definition must
be small, according to results of Liebeck on the minimal dimension of faithful
irreducible modular representations of simple groups of Lie type. This im-
plies that the group of outer automorphisms is small, and then that S must
contain the regular unipotent element of H˜ for ℓ "n 1. Over an algebraically
closed field, the irreducible representations of a semisimple algebraic group
with central kernel whose images contain an element with a single Jordan
block are classified by a result of Suprunenko. The absolute irreducibility of
the action of T allows to descend to finite groups of Lie type by a result of
Seitz-Testerman.
Remark 6.10. The strategy to exclude alternating groups and groups of Lie
type in cross-characteristic in the almost simple case of the characterization
is quite standard (see e.g. [MT11, Chapter 28]). The results of Liebeck
mentioned are notably used in [KL90a] to determine the probability that
two random elements of PSLnpFℓq are generators, in the case ℓ ď 9.
6.3.3. Conclusion. Since Theorem 6.1 (2) excludes that T fixes a nondegen-
erate bilinear or unitary form on Fnλ when n is odd, the only possibilities
that remain are T “ SLnpFλq when n is odd and T “ SpnpFλq when n is
even. The classification theorem 3.2 follows.
Remark 6.11. According to [Lie85], building on Theorem 6.1 and the classi-
fication of finite simple groups, a maximal subgroup H of a classical group
over a finite field Fλ of characteristic ℓ satisfies one of the following:
– H belongs to one of the families C1, . . . , C7.
– H is Altpcq or Sc with c P tn ` 1, n ` 2u, and H Ñ GLnpFλq is the
representation of minimal dimension.
– |H| ă |Fλ|3n.
As we just mentioned, it is relatively easy to exclude the first two families by
using the presence of a regular unipotent element or the growth of H when
ℓ Ñ 8. Since |SLnpFλq| “ Θnp|Fλ|n2´1q and |SpnpFλq| “ Θnp|Fλ|np2n`1qq,
the result of Liebeck shows that in the remaining cases H is quite small.
In other words, we would only need to show that the monodromy group is
“moderately big” to show that it is the full classical group expected.
6.4. Excluding members of classes C1, . . . , C5 (Proposition 6.7).
Lemma 6.12. If ℓ "n 1, a unipotent element with a single Jordan block in
GLnpFℓq has order ℓ.
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Proof. The element is conjugate to the Jordan block u satisfying pukqij “
δiďjďk
`
k
j´i
˘
for 1 ď i, j ď n, so it has order ℓrlogℓ ns by Lucas’ theorem. In
particular, this is ℓ if ℓ "n 1. 
We prove Proposition 6.7, assuming throughout that ℓ "n 1 to apply
Lemma 6.12.
6.4.1. Class C1. The first class is excluded by the assumption that H acts
irreducibly on V .
6.4.2. Class C2. By assumption, there exists a permutation σ P St such that
uVi “ Vσpiq for all i. Note that there is at most one Vi which is u-stable, since
the Vi are disjoint with equal dimension, and u has exactly only invariant
subspace of each dimension 0 ď d ď n. In particular, σ has at most one
fixed point. Write σ “ σ1 . . . σk where σ1, . . . , σk are disjoint cycles, with σj
of length 2 ď sj ď n. Since u has order ℓ, we have
Vi “ uℓVi “ Vσℓpiq,
so σℓ “ id and either
– σ “ id, which implies that all Vi are u-stable, a contradiction.
– ordpσq “ lcmps1, . . . , skq “ ℓ. Hence sj “ ℓ for all j, thus kℓ “
n´ |fixpσq|, i.e. ℓ | n or ℓ | n´ 1. This can be excluded if ℓ ą n.
6.4.3. Class C3. (for G “ SpnpFλq). This is excluded in the same way as
class C2.
6.4.4. Class C4. Consider the morphism
NPGLpFλqpπpLqq X πpGq Ñ
#
Out pπpGpV1qqq ˆOut pπpGpV2qqq : t “ 2
Out pπpGpV1qqq ≀St : t ą 2
with kernel πpLqXπpGq. If πpuq R πpLq, then the order of the image of πpuq
is
ℓ | |Out pπpGpViqqq|t t! “ 2tt!
for some i P t1, 2u, by Propositions 6.4 and 6.6. Thus ℓ !n 1 since t ď n. On
the other hand, elements in πpLq have at least two Jordan blocks5, which
also rules out the case πpuq P πpLq. Indeed, if g1 P GpV1q and g2 P GpV2q
are two Jordan blocks, then g1 b g2 fixes the linearly independent vectors
v1,1bv2,1 and v1,2bv2,1´v1,1bv2,2, where vi,1, vi,2 are the first two elements
of the standard basis of Vi (i “ 1, 2).
6.4.5. Class C5. Consider the morphism
H Ñ πpHq Ñ πpHq{pZ{rmq – Sp2mpFrq.
Since u has order ℓ ‰ r, the image of u in Sp2mpFrq still has order ℓ, hence
ℓ | |Sp2mpFrq| “ rm
2pr2 ´ 1qpr4 ´ 1q . . . pr2m ´ 1q ď rmp2m`1q,
which implies that ℓ !n 1 because n “ rm. 
5Since the center of GLnpFλq is the group of scalar matrices, it makes sense to speak
of the number of Jordan blocks of an element in PGLnpFλq.
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6.5. Excluding almost simple groups (Propositions 6.8 and 6.9). Let
us now assume there exists a nonabelian simple group S such that
S “ πpT q E πpHq “ H˜ ď AutpSq,
with T E H ď SLnpFλq and T acting irreducibly on Fnλ.
6.5.1. Reduction to groups of Lie type in characteristic ℓ. We prove Propo-
sition 6.8. Since u P H has order ě ℓ and is not scalar, we have |H|, |H˜ | ě ℓ.
The result then follows from:
Theorem. Let S ď PGLnpFλq be a simple group. Then either |S| !n 1, or
S is a group of Lie type in characteristic ℓ.
This is a direct consequence of [LP11, Theorem 0.2] (see [LP11, Theorem
0.3]), exploiting the theory of algebraic groups.
Let us nonetheless show how it also follows from the classification of finite
simple groups ([GLS94, no. 1, p. 6]). According to the latter, it suffices to
prove:
Lemma 6.13. If S is sporadic, alternating or of Lie type in characteristic
coprime to ℓ, then ℓ !n 1.
Proof. First note that we have |AutpSq| !n 1:
– If S is sporadic, this is clear.
– If S “ Altpmq (with m ě 5), then Wagner [Wag77, Theorem 1.1]
showed that the dimension of a faithful modular representation of S
is at leastm´2. Since S ď H˜ ď PSLnpFλq, it follows that m ď n`2,
so |AutpSq| !n 1.
– If S is of Lie type of rank l over a field Fr of characteristic distinct
from ℓ, then the main theorem of Landazuri-Seitz [LS74] shows that
r, l !n 1, so that |AutpSq| !n 1.
Hence ℓ ď |H˜| ď |AutpSq| !n 1. 
6.5.2. Groups of Lie type in characteristic ℓ. We finally prove Proposition
6.9. Let us assume that S is a group of Lie type of rank l over Fr, with
r “ ℓa. We continue to assume that ℓ "n 1 so that the regular unipotent
element u has order ℓ.
The first difficulty to overcome is that we do not know a priori whether S
itself contains a regular unipotent element. However, we can show:
Proposition 6.14. If ℓ "n 1, then πpuq P S and T contains as well an
element with a single Jordan block.
We start by proving this in the following paragraphs. Recall that we have
an exact sequence
1Ñ S – InnpSq Ñ AutpSq Ñ OutpSq Ñ 1,
an inclusion S ď H˜ ď AutpSq, and πpuq P H˜ of order ℓ. If πpuq R S, then
its image in OutpSq has order ℓ and so ℓ divides |OutpSq|. Thus, it suffices
to show that |OutpSq| !n 1 to rule out this possibility.
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S mpSq
Al,
2Al l ` 1 ě 2
Bl 2l ` 1 ě 5
Cl 2l ě 6
Dl,
2Dl 2l ě 6
3D4 8
G2 7
F4 26
E6,
2E6 27
E7 56
E8 248
Table 1. Minimal dimension of a faithful irreducible pro-
jective representation of a simple group of Lie type over an
algebraically closed field in the same characteristic p ą 3,
according to [Lie85, Table 2] or [KL90a, Table 1].
Lemma 6.15. We have
|OutpSq| “ Na
with N P t1, 2, 6, 8, 12u, unless
– S “ Alprq with l ě 3 odd, where we have |OutpSq| “ 2apl` 1, r´ 1q,
or
– S “ 2Alprq with l ě 3 odd, where we have |OutpSq| “ 2apl`1, r`1q.
Proof. See Propositions 6.5, 6.6 and Table 2: there are a field automor-
phisms, 1, 2 or 3 graph automorphisms, and less that 4 diagonal automor-
phisms, except for Al and
2Al which have respectively pl ` 1, r ´ 1q and
pl ` 1, r ` 1q diagonal automorphisms. 
Letting mpSq be the minimal dimension of a faithful irreducible projective
representation of S over an algebraically closed field of characteristic ℓ, the
following result lets us bound the rank of S and the degree of its defining
field:
Lemma 6.16. We have
l ď mpSq ď nprFλ:Fℓs,aq{a,
whence l, a !n 1. In particular, for n fixed, there is only a finite number of
possibilities for S.
Proof. The bounds follow from [Lie85, (2.1)–(2.2)] and the fact that S ď
H˜ ď PSLnpFλq. Since mpSq ě 2 (see Table 1), we have a ď lognrFλ:Fℓs log 2 !n 1,
so that l, a !n 1. 
By Lemmas 6.15 and 6.16,
|OutpSq| ď 12apl ` 1q !n 1,
which concludes the proof of Proposition 6.14. 
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Back to Proposition 6.9, the next difficulty is that we do not know whether
the action of T on Fnλ as a group of Lie type is the action induced by the
inclusion T ď H ď SLnpFλq. However, thanks to Proposition 6.14 and the
irreducibility of the action of T on V , the representation can be determined
by the following:
Theorem 6.17. Let T be a finite group of Lie type in characteristic ℓ ě 5,
of simply connected type, with a faithful absolutely irreducible representation
ϕ : T Ñ SLnpFλq. Assume that ϕpT q contains an element with a single
Jordan block. Then either (up to conjugacy):
(1) T “ SLnpFλq, SpinnpFλq for n odd or SpnpFλq for n even, with the
standard embedding in SLnpFλq.
(2) T “ SUnpF1q with the standard embedding in SLnpFλq, for F1 ď Fλ a
subfield such that |F1| “ |Fλ|1{2.
(3) T “ G2pFλq and n “ 7, with ϕ the unique 7-dimensional irreducible
representation.
Remark 6.18. This is to be compared with the fact that the only nontrivial
irreducible complex representations of SLnpCq of dimension ď n are the
standard representation and its dual.
Theorem 6.17 is a version of [Sup95, Theorem (1.9)] for finite groups of
Lie type6. To prove this variant, we use the lifting theorem of Seitz and
Testerman:
Theorem 6.19 ([ST90, Theorem 1, case G “ SLn]7). Let H be a simple
algebraic group over Fλ, with a Steinberg endomorphism F : H Ñ H, and
X “ rHF ,HF s perfect. If ϕ : X Ñ SLnpFλq is a morphism such that
ϕpXq lies in no proper F -stable parabolic subgroup of SLnpFλq, then ϕ can be
extended to a morphism of algebraic groups ϕ : H Ñ SLnpFλq with ϕ |X“ ϕ.
Proof of Theorem 6.17. By hypothesis, T “ T F for T a simple algebraic
group over Fℓ and F : T Ñ T a Steinberg endomorphism. We consider the
absolutely irreducible representation ϕ : T Ñ SLnpFλq. By irreducibility,
the image of T is not contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of SLnpFλq.
Theorem 6.19 thus shows the existence of a morphism ϕ : T Ñ SLnpFℓq ex-
tending ϕ and which is still an irreducible representation. We can then apply
[Sup95, Theorem (1.9)], and the classification of Steinberg endomorphisms
[MT11, 22.1–22.2] gives the result. 
It remains to recall that
– SpinnpFλq, G2pFλq and SUnpF1q fix a nondegenerate bilinear or uni-
tary form on V (see the proof of Theorem 1.6 page 13; note that we
use here that T Ñ SLnpFλq is the natural representation).
6Suprunenko notes in the article that the results could be “easily transferred to irre-
ducible Fℓ-representations of finite Chevalley groups over fields of characteristic ℓ.” It
seems however that we need to restrict to absolutely irreducible representations.
7See also [MT11, Section 29.2].
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S |OutpSq|
Alprq
$’&’%
2a : l “ 1
2a : l ě 2 even
2apl ` 1, r ´ 1q : l ě 3 odd
2Alprq
#
2a : l even
2apl ` 1, r ` 1q : l odd
Blprq, Clprq 2a
Dlprq
$’’’&’’’%
12a : l “ 4
8a : l ą 4 even
8a : l ě 5 odd, r ” 1 pmod 4q
4a : l ě 5 odd, r ” 3 pmod 4q
2Dlprq
$’&’%
4a : r ” 1 pmod 4q
8a : r ” 3 pmod 4q, l odd
4a : r ” 3 pmod 4q, l even
3D4prq a
E6prq
#
6a : r ” 1 pmod 3q
2a : r ” 2 pmod 3q
2E6prq
#
2a : r ” 1 pmod 3q
6a : r ” 2 pmod 3q
E7prq 2a
E8prq a
F4prq a
G2prq a
Table 2. Outer automorphism groups of finite simple groups
of Lie type over Fr, with r “ qa odd, q ą 3.
– SUnpF1q is not contained in SpnpFλq if n ě 4 (with respect to the
standard inclusion SUnpF1q ď SLnpFλq): take an orthogonal matrix
corresponding to an even permutation exchanging the indices of two
distinct entries of the matrix of the symplectic form.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 6.9. 
6.6. Further classification theorems. Let K be an algebraically closed
field of characteristic ℓ ě 0 and let G be a classical group over K (e.g.
G “ SLnpKq or G “ SpnpKq) with associated vector space V .
Saxl and Seitz [SS97] classified maximal closed subgroups H ď G of pos-
itive dimension acting irreducibly on V and containing a regular unipotent
element of G, using the generalization of Aschbacher’s result to algebraically
closed fields by Liebeck-Seitz [LS98]. In particular, this generalizes [Sup95,
Theorem (1.9)]. Note that Proposition 6.7 is analogous to [SS97, Proposition
2.1].
We remark that our classification theorem 3.2 over Fλ cannot be simply
deduced from [SS97, Theorem B] by descent. Indeed, taking a maximal
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(proper) subgroup H ď SLnpFλq containing a regular unipotent element and
acting irreducibly on F
n
λ, we do not know whether there exists a positive-
dimensional closed subgroup H 1 ď SLnpFλq containing H. Showing this
would actually be more or less equivalent to the proof of Theorem 3.2: if
H is allowed to be 0-dimensional in [SS97, Theorem B], one has to consider
almost simple subgroups and not only simple ones, which is the additional
difficulty we need to deal with in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
More generally, Testerman and Zalesski [TZ13, Theorem 1.2] show that
connected reductive linear algebraic groups containing a unipotent element
with a single Jordan block are irreducible. Combined with [SS97], this gives
a classification of semisimple subgroups H of simple algebraic groups G con-
taining a regular unipotent element of G ([TZ13, Theorem 1.4]).
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